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590 

 Maintenance Assistant 
 

Nature of Work 

 

     This is semi-skilled and some skilled routine and preventive maintenance work performed for the 

City of Pigeon Forge.  Activities associated with the job include assisting with a variety of 

maintenance repair assignments depending upon seasonal and workload demands and assisting with 

routine and preventive maintenance needs in and around City properties.  Additional activities 

include performing minor repair activities in carpentry, appliance repair, electrical repair, plumbing 

repair, sheet rock repair, painting and related preventive maintenance activities.  Incumbents also 

assist with performing landscaping duties and assist with cleaning common spaces and offices when 

necessary and are subject to being called out in the event of maintenance related emergencies.  Job 

related duties require knowledge and experience in the construction and maintenance trades, good 

interpersonal, organizational and decision making skills, ability to consistently follow established 

policies and procedures and sufficient strength and agility to perform the physically demanding 

aspects of the job in a variety of weather conditions. Job performance is evaluated by the Building 

Maintenance Supervisor through review of the quality and timeliness of completed job assignments, 

ability to interact effectively with co-workers and the public, knowledge of routine and preventive 

maintenance activities associated with building maintenance, organizational skills and the ability to 

consistently adhere to established policies and procedures pertaining to maintenance operations.   

 

Illustrative Examples of Work 

 

-Assists with cleaning, troubleshooting and repairing electrical fixtures including switches, 

receptacles, ballasts, etc. 

-Assists with repairing and/or replacing doors, hinges, closures, doorknobs and locks. 

-Assists with repairing and patching holes in sheet rock and/or re-hangs sheet rock if necessary. 

-Installs and/or replaces ceramic tile, floor tile and linoleum. 

-Assists with diagnosing and repairing interior and/or exterior water leaks. 

-Strips and buffs floors as necessary to ensure compliance with existing maintenance standards.  

-Serves in an on-call status according to existing schedules. 

-Accurately completes assigned work orders indicating time and materials spent on each job and 

enters work orders into the computer system as necessary. 

-Assists with the painting of public facilities as needed. 

-Cleans parking lots, sidewalks and common areas and removes trash and debris.  

-Assists with replacing broken concrete in sidewalks and driveways and patches small areas of 

asphalt. 

-Repairs broken windows and screens and cleans and repairs vinyl siding and soffit. 

-Assists with repairing and/or replacing copper, galvanized, or PVC pipes, valves and other 

plumbing fixtures. 

-Assists with receiving and stocking supplies and materials utilized for maintenance operations. 

-Assists with unstopping sewer and drainage lines using electrical or hand held augers. 

-Digs holes and trenches in preparation for work to be done by contractors and/or other maintenance 

personnel. 
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-Assists with repairing, removes and/or replacing wall and space heaters, central heating systems, 

thermostats and controls. 

-Assists with performing general preventive maintenance and changing filters for HVAC systems. 

-Lifts, loads and unloads heavy objects such as heat and air units, water heaters, mechanical 

equipment, etc. 

-Installs and inspects smoke detectors as needed. 

-Inspects public facilities to determine needed repairs and cleaning needs including required 

materials and estimated time of completion. 

-Makes minor repairs on mechanical equipment including shop equipment, power tools, hand tools, 

hedge trimmers, etc. and ensures that all maintenance equipment and machinery are properly 

maintained. 

-Cleans up debris after performing repair activities and removes garbage and other debris from 

common areas. 

-Performs routine landscaping duties including trimming trees and shrubbery, planting flowers 

and shrubs, removing weeds, cutting grass and weed eating, spraying sidewalks and fence lines 

for unwanted grass and weeds, etc. 

-Ensures that all safety policies and procedures are consistently followed and any existing 

concerns are reported promptly. 

-Notifies the appropriate personnel of maintenance needs and/or safety concerns when necessary. 

-Keeps all vehicles, tools and equipment in good operating order. 

-Performs related duties as required. 

 

Necessary Requirements of Work 

 

     Graduation from an accredited high school supplemented with additional vocational craft 

training; experience in custodial work and preventive maintenance activities preferred; must be able 

to operate a variety of small tools and equipment; ability to interact with the co-workers and the 

public in a tactful manner; sufficient strength and agility  to perform the physically demanding duties 

in a variety of weather conditions; good organizational, interpersonal and decision making skills; be 

able to follow oral and/or written instructions; ability to consistently follow established policies and 

procedures; or any equivalent combination of education and/or experience to provide the following 

critical knowledge, abilities and skills: 

 

-Knowledge of the materials and methods used for industrial cleaning operations including 

familiarity with floor care products, solvents and cleaning agents. 

-Knowledge of the methods, materials, tools and practices associated with plumbing, appliance 

repair, carpentry and electrical repair. 

-Knowledge of one or more of the following technical areas: welding, painting, residential 

construction, roofing, masonry, landscaping, or air conditioning/refrigeration. 

-Knowledge of the hazards and safety precautions associated with all maintenance activities 

including the proper use of respirators, safety equipment, lock out procedures and the use of solvents 

and lawn/pesticide chemicals (including MSDS specifications). 

-Knowledge of commonly utilized landscaping and lawn care maintenance techniques and practices. 

-Ability to communicate clearly and effectively with co-workers and the public. 

-Ability to plan and organize job assignments in an efficient manner and complete assigned work 

orders in a timely and thorough manner. 
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-Ability to effectively assist with troubleshooting and repairing all aspects of building maintenance 

including appliances, interior and exterior surfaces, heating and air conditioning units and plumbing 

fixtures.  

-Ability to consistently follow established operating policies and procedures involving maintenance 

operations including all established safety policies and procedures. 

-Ability to constantly remain cognizant of all potential and/or existent safety concerns or conditions.  

-Ability to perform the physically demanding aspects of the job in a variety of weather conditions. 

-Skill in the care and use of the power and hand tools and equipment associated with routine and 

preventive maintenance activities. 

-Skill in the use of grounds maintenance equipment including mowers, weed eaters, pruning 

equipment, sprayers, etc. 

-Skill in the operation of motor vehicles including pick up trucks and automobiles. 

 

Necessary Special Requirements 

 

-Possession of a valid Tennessee Driver's license and the ability to be insured at standard vehicle 

liability rates. 

 

Physical Requirements 

 

 This is heavy to medium work requiring the exertion of 100 pounds of force occasionally, 

up to 50 pounds of force frequently, and up to 10 pounds of force constantly to move 

objects 

 Work requires climbing, balancing, stooping, kneeling, reaching, pushing, pulling, lifting, 

fingering, and grasping 

 Vocal communication is required for expressing or exchanging ideas by means of the 

spoken word 

 Hearing is required to perceive information at normal spoken word levels 

 Visual acuity is required for visual inspection involving small defects and/or small parts, 

use of measuring devices, assembly or fabrication of parts at or within arm’s length, 

operation of machines, operation of motor vehicles or equipment, determining the 

accuracy and thoroughness of work, and observing general surroundings and activities 

 The work is subject to inside and outside environmental conditions, extreme heat, noise, 

vibration, hazards, atmospheric conditions, and oils. 
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